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Moving Fish is Illegal
And Causes Negative Impacts for Everyone

I

n 2018, Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) confirmed northern pike had been introduced in Kenney Reservoir
near Rangely, Colorado; CPW determined the species was likely introduced illegally by a member of the public. This
represents the most recent known introduction of a problematic predator in the upper Colorado River basin (see Table 1).
Each time one of these species is introduced into a new location where it could escape downstream and impact
endangered fish, Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program (Recovery Program) stakeholders must
respond with additional actions. Over the past decade, many additional recovery actions have been required, increasing
the time and money needed to recover endangered fish. Each of the case studies shown here demonstrates the problems
that illegal fish introductions cause to various stakeholder groups and how the Recovery Program is responding to this
problem.

Table 1
Water Body

Species

Year

Stakeholder Response

UTAH
Red Fleet Reservoir

Walleye

2006

Complete reset of fishery; stocking of sterile walleye; screen to prevent escapement

Big Sandwash Reservoir

Smallmouth Bass
Walleye

2012

Stocking of sterile walleye

COLORADO
Stagecoach Reservoir

Walleye
Northern Pike

2003
1994

Fishing tournament; mechanical removal

Crawford Reservoir

Northern Pike

2000

Mechanical removal

Chapman Reservoir

Northern Pike

2009

Complete reset of fishery

Paonia Reservoir

Northern Pike

2011

Complete reset of fishery

Miramonte Reservoir

Smallmouth Bass

2012

Complete reset of fishery

Ridgway Reservoir

Smallmouth Bass

2013

Fishing tournament; screen to prevent escapment

Pastorius Reservoir

Northern Pike

2015

Draining of reservoir to reset fishery

Kenney Reservoir

Northern Pike

2018

Fishing tournament; mechanical removal

Moving fish is illegal in all three upper basin states because introducing fish to new
waters can have negative consequences for water users, anglers, agencies, and
ecosystems.
Ridgway Reservoir: Illegal smallmouth bass introduction constrains water users’ operations
When smallmouth bass were confirmed as illegally introduced in Ridgway Reservoir in 2013, Recovery Program
stakeholders immediately began working to prevent this species from escaping downstream and reaching the Uncompahgre and Gunnison rivers. The initial way to prevent the species from moving downstream was to ask the Tri-County
Water Conservancy District (WCD) to not spill water, and thus smallmouth bass, over the dam. Tri-County WCD
has worked diligently to abide by this request and has not spilled the reservoir since, even in years with above average
snowpack. While Tri-County WCD is adjusting its operations, CPW and the Recovery Program are working on other
solutions, including fishing tournaments and a screen on the spillway.

Stagecoach Reservoir: Illegal northern pike introduction limits anglers’ ability to catch trout
When northern pike were illegally introduced into Stagecoach Reservoir in the early 1990s, the responsible
party probably thought they were adding another fun fish for everyone to catch. Instead, trout fishing opportunities for
families and campers crashed, and the taxpayers of Colorado had to pay more money to keep the reservoir fishable. That
is because the introduced pike grew large and ate trout stocked for summer shoreline fishing, decimating the population.
Without quality trout fishing, campgrounds were empty. In order to provide the trout fishery, CPW had to stock bigger
trout, which cost more to raise. Stagecoach Reservoir is perfect example of how one person’s selfish action negatively
impacted everyone else’s ability to enjoy a common resource.

Stakeholders Respond to Illegal Introductions
with a Variety of Solutions

R

ecovery Program research has shown that fish escaping from reservoirs reduces our ability to control nonnative
predators in the river downstream. Therefore, each time a problematic predator is illegally introduced into an upstream reservoir, the Recovery Program must enact a solution to prevent those fish from escaping downstream. Recovery
Program stakeholders are implementing a variety of solutions that include installing physical structures, eradicating all
fish in the reservoir, mechanically removing fish, and providing angler incentives to harvest the fish. Each of these solutions have different costs, benefits, and constraints, so stakeholders must choose the solution that is right for the water
body. However, one thing is certain, with each new location that a species is illegally introduced, the stakeholders must
commit more time, money, and effort to solving this problem, thus slowing the progress to recovery.

Red Fleet Reservoir re-establishes a fishery that works for everyone
Photo by UDWR

One of the only ways to truly eradicate an illegal introduction is to use the fish
toxicant rotenone to completely eradicate every fish. The Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources (UDWR) responded to illegally introduced walleye in Red Fleet Reservoir
by completing an eradication project in 2015, creating a reservoir that could be restocked with fish approved by UDWR. To provide a satisfactory fishery, UDWR
asked a team of anglers what fish they would like to see in Red Fleet. When the
team voiced their desire to still be able to fish for walleye, UDWR responded with
an elegant compromise – UDWR would stock sterile (not able to reproduce) walleye
in the reservoir and build a downstream screen. The screen would limit walleye
escapement into endangered fish habitat and sterile walleye would not be able to create new populations if they moved
to another location. This solution demonstrates that seeking angler input and finding compromises can produce viable
angling experiences and be compatible with endangered fish recovery.

Recovery Program builds physical structures to stop escapement from reservoirs
Photo by Ray Tenney, CRWCD

Although eradication is the best response to illegal introductions, in many
locations it is not a feasible solution. In these locations, slower removal efforts are
implemented, such as netting or fishing for the introduced fish. While those solutions
are being implemented, the Recovery Program must prevent the remaining fish from
escaping. To do so, stakeholders have installed many physical structures which allow
water to pass through, but not fish. These structures include fiber nets and metal
screens, which are expensive (e.g. $4M for a solution at Ridgway Reservoir) and need
to be replaced at some point in the future. However, through partnership funding and
innovative design, stakeholders have installed four structures in the past decade and
have plans for two more in the next year. Unfortunately, we continue to need to build more structures in response to more
introductions, which uses funds that could otherwise go to projects such as endangered fish habitat.
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Controlling Invasive Predators of Greatest Concern
Smallmouth Bass
Photo by Melanie Fischer, USFWS

Little Yampa Canyon: Adult Smallmouth Bass Catch
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Multi-agency crews coordinate smallmouth bass removal efforts in the Yampa, White, Green, and Colorado rivers timed specifically to target
spawning adults. This effort has dramatically decreased the number of adult smallmouth bass.

Northern Pike
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Gill netting backwaters in late winter is a cost-effective and efficient way to remove large numbers of northern pike before they can spawn.
This removal method began in 2014, and has resulted in reduced numbers of northern pike caught in the nearby Yampa River.
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Nonnative walleye have increased dramatically over the last decade in the upper Colorado River basin. The threat from walleye is highest
in areas favored by young Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker, but low in areas inhabited by humpback chub. This trend is similar
in the upper Colorado River, where walleye have been documented to prey on young Colorado pikeminnow.
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Walleye Catch Rates in the Green River
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Preventing Nonnative Fish Escapement From Reservoirs

Catamount Spillway

Photo by Phil Ipsom, USBR

Elkhead Dynema Net
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Rifle Gap Fish Screen

Ridgway Spillway

Reservoir escapement of incompatible species such as smallmouth bass, northern pike, and walleye impairs Recovery Program removal
efforts downstream. In order to prevent this escapement, Recovery Program partners have installed barriers such as screens or nets at Rifle
Gap Reservoir, Elkhead Reservoir, and others, but still need to install structures at Ridgway and Red Fleet reservoirs. Ridgway Reservoir is
the highest priority for the Recovery Program because the downstream Gunnison River has no smallmouth bass, but does have a healthy
native fish community.

High Quality Fishing Opportunities in Reservoirs
Photo by CPW

Photo by UDWR

Stocking Sterile Walleye Fry

Black Crappie in Red Fleet Reservoir

It is important to the Recovery Program that communities retain high quality fishing opportunities as reservoirs are managed with endangered species considerations. Transitioning reservoir fisheries from incompatible northern pike, walleye, and smallmouth bass to compatible species, such as black crappie and largemouth bass is a key aspect of reservoir management. In Utah, Red Fleet Reservoir has been
stocked with black crappie and sterile walleye after removing an illicitly introduced fertile walleye population. In Colorado, CPW stocks
sterile walleye to replace fertile walleye, and largemouth bass to replace smallmouth bass.

Fishing Tournaments
Photo by Melanie Fischer, USFWS
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Ridgway Fishing Tournament Delivered Large Smallmouth Bass

Large Northern Pike can be caught at the Elkhead Classic

Angler participation in fishing tournaments helps to reduce adult populations of smallmouth bass and northern pike. Prizes were given out
for tagged fish, largest and smallest fish of the day, and most fish caught. Visit Colorado Parks and Wildlife website (cpw.state.co.us) for
more information regarding dates and rules of fishing tournaments.
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Providing Angler Opportunity and Satisfaction
is a Critical Part of Nonnative Fish Management

he Upper Colorado River Endangered Fish Recovery Program and the States of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming
strive to provide angler satisfaction by:

Seeking angler input in
management decisions:
Angler input provides
public support and
sportfishing satisfaction.

Tournaments with prizes for
catching problematic species
promote interest in species
removal.
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Public meetings are held to
determine what compatible
species anglers would like
to fish for in upper basin
reservoirs.

Providing angling
opportunities compatible with
endangered species recovery:
Families can enjoy compatible
sportfishing year round.

Researching and using
new technologies:
Stocking fish that cannot
reproduce (sterile fish)
offers angling opportunity.

Enacting appropriate
fishing regulations:
Liberalized fishing
regulations make anglers
part of the solution.

Sterile versions of popular
sportfish like walleye provide
angler opportunity while reducing risk to downstream endangered fish.

Popular sport fish that are
compatible with endangered
species recovery, such as
largemouth bass, are offered to
anglers in place of problematic
species (see below).

YES - Compatible sportfish can be stocked in reservoirs

LARGEMOUTH BASS

BLACK CRAPPIE

BROWN TROUT

KOKANEE

HYBRID STRIPED BASS (STERILE FISH)

YELLOW PERCH

BLUEGILL

RAINBOW TROUT

WALLEYE (STERILE FISH)

...and many others!

NO - Incompatible sportfish cannot be stocked in reservoirs

SMALLMOUTH BASS

NORTHERN PIKE

WALLEYE (FERTILE FISH)
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